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Abstract 5�
 6�
Positron annihilation Lifetime and Doppler broadening measurements are reported for six polymer films as a 7�

function of carbon dioxide (CO2) absolute pressure ranging from 0 to 45 psi.    Since the polymer films were thin 8�

and did not absorb all positrons, corrections were made in the lifetime analysis for the absorption of positrons in the 9�

positron source and sample holder using the Monte Carlo transport code MCNP.    The studied polymers are found 10�

to behave differently from each other.  Some polymers form positronium and others, such as the polyimide 11�

structures, do not.  For those polymers that form positronium an interpretation in terms of free volume is possible; 12�

for those that don’t form positronium, further work is needed to determine how best to describe the behavior in 13�

terms of the bulk positron annihilation parameters.  A few of the studied polymers exhibit changes in positron 14�

lifetime and intensity under CO2 pressure which may be described by the Henry or Langmuir sorption models [3], 15�

while the positron response of other polymers is rather insensitive to the CO2 pressure. The results demonstrate the 16�

usefulness of positron annihilation spectroscopy in investigating the sorption of CO2 into various polymers at 17�

pressures up to about 3 atm (45psi). 18�
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Introduction 21�

 There is an interest in tailoring the properties of polymer membranes to vary the absorption or the 22�

permeability of the polymer film to various gases such as methane and CO2 under a wide variety of temperatures 23�

and pressures.  It is generally recognized that many of the important properties of polymers are governed by the 24�

polymer free volume [1-6].  The free volume can be defined in various ways, but a simple definition is FV = (V – 25�

VO) where V is the actual volume and VO is the occupied volume, often related to the van der Waals volume of the 26�

molecules in the polymer.   Physically, one can think of the free volume in a polymer as due to the voids between 27�

the polymer chains. For gas molecules to penetrate into the polymer film, there must be sufficient void-space to 28�
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accommodate the molecule. There can be connected free volume voids or the voids can be effectively isolated from 1�

each other, that is there can be films with a significant free volume, but low permeability.  2�

 Direct measurement of free volume is difficult. But for void sizes a bit larger than a few atomic diameters, 3�

the method of positronium annihilation lifetime spectroscopy can provide a measure of the free volume. [1] When 4�

positrons from a radioactive source enter a sample, they thermalize in a few picoseconds by scattering from atomic 5�

electrons and can then form positronium by combining with one of the free electrons produced in the so-called spur 6�

formed in the thermalization process.    Positronium is a neutral particle about the size of a hydrogen atom and is 7�

formed in two spin states: para and ortho. In the para state the positron and electron annihilate with a lifetime of 125 8�

ps.  The ortho state lives much longer (142 ns in vacuum) and can trap in a free volume void. The neutral ortho-9�

positronium atom then bounces off the walls of the void and eventually the positron is picked off by an electron in 10�

the wall.  This pickoff lifetime is typically of the order of 2 ns and depends in detail on the void size and the 11�

chemistry of the sample.  So for polymer films that form positronium, it is possible to study the free volume under a 12�

wide variety of experimental conditions.  For polymers where the formation of positronium is inhibited or the free 13�

volume void size is too small to trap positronium,  the application of positron  lifetime spectroscopy techniques need 14�

further study.  Nevertheless, some aspects of positron spectroscopy, such as Doppler broadening spectroscopy, may 15�

be useful even when positronium is not formed. 16�

 The sorption of a gas into a polymer has been previously investigated [3] and the process was discussed in 17�

terms of Henry and Langmuir sorption. In the Henry-type sorption, the gas molecules are absorbed in the polymer 18�

and the free volume size may become larger, increasing both the ortho Positronium intensity and lifetime.  For the 19�

Langmuir-type sorption, the gas molecules fill the preexisting free volume and so the ortho Positronium intensity 20�

and lifetime are decreased. Cases of mixed sorption were observed where the ortho Positronium intensity and 21�

lifetime first decreases and then increases with pressure suggesting that the gas fills the pores at lower pressure and 22�

then is dissolved in the polymer at higher pressure.   23�

Experimental Description  24�

The thin films investigated in the work reported here were:  TPX (polymethylpentene from Mitsui 25�

Chemicals),  Ultem 1000 (polyetherimide from GE plastics), Kapton (polyimide from Dupont),  Pyre RC ML 5083 26�

(polyimide from Industrial Summit Technology Co.), PBI (polybenzimidazole from PBI Performance Products, 27�

Inc.) and  PBI-TMS (bis(trimethylsilylmethyl)-polybenzimidazole, fabricated at INL [7]). 28�
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 The sample-source is prepared as a stack beginning with a substrate of titanium foil (0.7 mm), then a stack 1�

of polymer film, the source (NaCl  between titanium film of 0.5 mil), another polymer stack (if enough sample is 2�

available) , and a final titanium foil. The sample-source stack is held together with a small metal clip. The intention 3�

is that all positrons from the source annihilate in the source itself, the polymer sample, or the titanium substrate foil 4�

if the sample is too thin to stop all the positrons.  5�

 The positron annihilation lifetime is measured with two Photonis XRQ2020 photomultiplier tubes with 6�

barium fluoride scintillators. The start and stop signals from the phototubes go to Ortec 583 constant fraction 7�

differential discriminators which are set to select the 1.27 Mev gamma ray from the Na-22 source for the start signal 8�

and the 0.511 MeV gamma ray for the stop signal. The signals go to an Ortec time to amplitude converter and then 9�

to an Ortec Trump Multi channel Analyzer (MCA) installed in a PC computer and operated with Maestro software.  10�

The Doppler broadening experiment is done with a liquid nitrogen cooled high purity germanium detector (hpGe) 11�

which is a 2 inch coaxial crystal with an aluminum cover. The output signal is processed by an Ortec 571 amplifier 12�

and then sent to a second Trump MCA.   Data is typically collected for both the lifetime and Doppler broadening 13�

experiments at the same time.    The detectors are placed with respect to the sample-source to give a suitable 14�

counting rate.  Typically we would like to have the lifetime detectors as close to the source as possible, but the hpGe 15�

detector is set some distance from the source to reduce the dead time and adjust the counting rate so that it is 16�

commensurate with the much lower lifetime counting rate.  17�

  After measurement on the films as received, the films were placed in the vacuum oven and heat treated to 18�

130 C for several hours.  Then a CO2 atmosphere was introduced to the films.  Lifetime and Doppler runs were then 19�

made on the CO2 treated sample in air at standard temperature and pressure.  The data runs with CO2 pressure 20�

varying from 0 to 30 psi were made at room temperature in a sample chamber that was a 2.75 Conflat 6” nipple with 21�

a CO2 gas inlet on one end-flange and a vacuum to 30 psi gauge on the other end-flange.  The two scintillation 22�

detectors were placed on either side of the nipple with the sample-source sandwich inside.  The counting rate was 23�

about 30 cps so it required about 8-9 hours to make one lifetime run with 106 events. Doppler runs were made at the 24�

same time as lifetime runs.    25�

 Analysis and Discussion 26�

 The lifetime data were analyzed using the program LT (version 9) [8] with three lifetime components, 27�

fixing the shortest component to 125 ps.  This serves to stabilize the fitting process and make the analysis less 28�
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dependent on the details of the resolution model.  A resolution assumption of one Gaussian was used and the range 1�

of data was selected to extend from a counting level about half the peak to well into the region of the constant 2�

random background.  Lifetime runs were made to obtain about 1 million events in the lifetime peak.  3�

 The lifetime data was analyzed with a source correction determined using the Monte Carlo code MCNP.[9]  4�

The lifetime was measured from titanium foil alone, placing the source that is deposited between two  0.0005 mil 5�

titanium thin films between two titanium foils of thickness  about 1mm.   The MCNP results were used to determine 6�

what fraction of the positron spectrum annihilates in the different parts of the sample: the NaCl, the titanium foil 7�

covering the NaCl, the sample film stack, and the titanium backing sandwiching the sample stack.    This procedure 8�

establishes the source correction.  Both the total correction fraction as well as the lifetime components determined 9�

for  titanium are fixed in the lifetime fit program.  It helps to have a stack of sample films on both sides of the source 10�

and the two stacks thick enough to minimize the source correction.   11�

The Pyre ML5083 film (55 mil) and the PBI film (30 mil) were stacked only on one side of the source and 12�

both had a source correction of 61%.  The PBI-TMS sample was two stacks of 20 and 25 mils, Kapton was two 13�

stacks of 51 mil each, TPX was two stacks of 104 mil each, and Ultem 1000 was two stacks of 82 mils.  These four 14�

samples had a source correction of 28%.    15�

 In the Doppler broadening experiments, data were collected to obtain 1-4 million events in the 511 keV 16�

peak. The analysis of the Doppler broadening spectrum was done with Sigma Plot using an analysis program written 17�

in our lab.  This program analyzes the Doppler broadened 511 keV annihilation gamma ray and determines the S 18�

parameter and W parameters for the peak.  The S (or shape) parameter is determined as the ratio of the number of 19�

counts within about 1 keV of the 511 peak center to the total number of counts in the peak. The W parameter is the 20�

ratio of the number of counts in the wings of the peak, WL being to the left or low energy side and WR to the right 21�

or high energy side of the peak.  Generally the S parameter is larger when there are more positrons annihilating with 22�

low momentum electrons such as valence electrons, and the W parameter is larger when there are more annihilations 23�

with higher momentum or core electrons.  In the analysis, the user selects the peak channel and the range of 24�

channels for determination of the S and W parameters and a step-like background is calculated from the spectrum 25�

and subtracted before analysis.[10].    in the analysis below we treat only the  W parameter from the higher energy 26�

side of the 511 peak (the WR region).  No correction has been made for the contribution from positron annihilation 27�
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in the titanium foils of the source or the titanium substrate if the sample stack was too thin to completely stop all the 1�

positrons.   2�

 The Doppler broadening results are shown in Figs. 1 and 2.   In Fig. 1, the WR parameter is plotted versus 3�

the S parameter for several samples.  This type of plot can be used to interpret the nature of trapping sites.  For the 4�

samples shown, Kapton does not form positronium; Ultem 1000 forms a small amount of positronium and TPX 5�

forms the most positronium of the samples studied. The two regression lines shown indicate a change in the nature 6�

of the trapping sites when CO2 is in the polymer.  The first regression line is drawn through the “as received” data 7�

points, presumably with any free volume voids in the sample containing air or mostly nitrogen. The second line 8�

drawn through the data points for the samples that have been heated, pumped on and exposed to CO2 is displaced 9�

significantly from the “as received” line. This indicates that each of the samples, regardless of whether positronium 10�

is formed in the samples, have absorbed CO2 into the free volume voids.  The presence of CO2 changes the nature of 11�

the positron or positronium trapping sites due to the substitution of air by CO2 which may be due to the increase in 12�

oxygen at the trapping sites.  13�

 In Fig. 2, the S parameter, normalized to the value at 0 psi, is seen to decreases with CO2 pressure in all 14�

samples. The most significant decrease is observed for the Ultem 1000 sample.  The decrease in S parameter is less 15�

pronounced for the other samples and the Kapton sample is certainly consistent with no change in S parameter at all. 16�

Again, with the possible exception of the polyimide Kapton, variation of the CO2 pressure is reflected in the S 17�

parameter. A decrease in the S parameter can be interpreted as a decrease in the number of annihilations with low 18�

momentum electrons or as a corresponding increase in the annihilations with higher momentum core electrons. As 19�

more oxygen atoms are forced into the free volume voids, the probability of increased annihilation with oxygen core 20�

electrons could lead to the observed decrease of the S parameter with increasing CO2 pressure.  21�

 Results for the ortho positron (oPs) annihilation intensity and lifetime are shown in Figs. 3 – 4 for the three 22�

samples which form positronium as exhibited by the presence of a long (~1.5 - 2 ns) lifetime:  TPX, PBI-TMS and 23�

Ultem 1000.  The polyimide films such as Kapton and Pyre ML5083 do not form positronium.  PBI by itself shows 24�

no positronium formation, but does form positronium when combined with N-substituted trimethysilylmethylene 25�

(TMS) functional groups. 26�

  Generally the oPs intensities in Fig. 3 for the TPX and PBI-TMS samples do not show a significant change 27�

with CO2 pressure.  In a few cases the differences between runs at the same CO2 pressure are larger than the errors, 28�
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suggesting that the history of the sample may be important.  The oPs intensity for Ultem 1000 shows a distinct 1�

decrease with increasing CO2 pressure.    This change in oPs intensity for Ultem 1000 is the most significant change 2�

observed among all the samples.   3�

The oPs lifetimes are shown in Fig. 4.    TPX   shows a small increase as the pressure goes above 1 atm or 4�

perhaps a small dip at the 14.7 psi level.  The oPs lifetime for PBI-TMS is consistent on average with no dependence 5�

on CO2 pressure, although the data do tend to vary more than the errors would suggest again indicating some 6�

possible dependence on the history of the sample.    For the Ultem1000 sample, the change in oPs lifetime is much 7�

less than the change observed in the oPs intensity. The lifetime generally appears to first decrease as the CO2 8�

pressure increases, but then the point at the highest pressure is somewhat higher than average. 9�

 The percent free volume is calculated from:  %FV = 0.0018*4/3*�(R0)3. [1]   R0 is the radius of the free 10�

volume void and is calculated from the oPs lifetime using the Tao-Eldrup formula. [11,12] The results for the 11�

percent free volume in the three samples which form positronium are shown in Fig. 5.  The percent free volume for 12�

TPX and PBI-TMS change very little with CO2 pressure.  TPX tends to increase slightly on average with pressure 13�

and PBI-TMS tends to decrease, but both are certainly consistent with no change. The percent free volume in Ultem 14�

1000, on the other hand, significantly decreases with CO2 pressure.   15�

 Fig. 6 shows the average positron annihilation lifetime versus CO2 pressure for the six samples studied.  16�

The average lifetime is simply the weighted average of the intensity and the lifetime of the components in the fit.  17�

There were three lifetime components for the samples that form positronium (TPX, Ultem 1000 and PBI-TMS), and 18�

two lifetime components for the others (Kapton, Pyre RC ML 5083, PBI).   The lines are regression lines for each 19�

set of data.  The average lifetime for TPX is much larger than the other samples due to the large oPs component 20�

(~25% oPs) and does not change significantly with CO2 pressure.  When the oPs component is small, such as in 21�

Ultem 1000 and PBI-TMS, or when it is not present, the average lifetime is rather close to what is usually referred to 22�

as the bulk annihilation lifetime.  This lifetime is due to direct annihilation of positrons with the bulk and to positron 23�

trapping in the distribution of free volume voids, which may be too small to allow for positronium formation and 24�

trapping.    The average lifetime for both Ultem 1000 and PBI-TMS follows the same trend line and tends to 25�

decrease slightly with increasing CO2 pressure.   Finally the average lifetimes for the three samples which do not 26�

form positronium show essentially no change with CO2 pressure. 27�

Conclusions 28�
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  The Doppler broadening results demonstrate that the presence of CO2 in the samples changes the nature of 1�

the positron or positronium trapping sites.  This is seen in the polyimide samples such as Kapton as well as the 2�

samples that form positronium.  The general trend of the S parameter is to decrease slightly with increasing CO2 3�

pressure.  This decrease is less evident in the polyimides and more evident in the samples which form positronium. 4�

A reduction in S parameter may indicate that more positrons annihilate with oxygen in the free volume voids.  In 5�

general, these results indicate that it is very useful to have both Doppler broadening and lifetime data to help 6�

understand how CO2 is going into the polymer.   7�

 The lifetime results differ significantly for different polymers.  The main difference is in the formation and 8�

trapping of positronium which manifests as a third, longer lifetime component in the lifetime spectrum.  It is well 9�

known that positronium does not form in the polyimide structures such as Kapton.  Presumably the polyimide 10�

polymer chains are aligned such that there is not a large enough free volume void between the polymer chains to 11�

trap positronium.  By N-substituting TMS to the PBI, some positronium can be trapped, presumably due to the voids 12�

created by the within the TMS component .  Among the three samples in which positronium formed, there is much 13�

variation. In both TPX and PBI-TMS, the data are consistent with no change in oPs lifetime or intensity as the CO2 14�

pressure is varied. For Ultem 1000, on the other hand, the intensity of oPs formation is much less than TPX, but 15�

there is a significant change in oPs intensity with CO2 pressure, The oPs lifetime, however, is consistent with no 16�

change with pressure or with initially a small decrease as the pressure increases followed by a gradual increase.   17�

 Applying the sorption description to the three samples that form positronium, we find only small changes in 18�

free volume for the TPX and PBI-TMS samples.   The TPX free volume tends to increase very slightly over the CO2 19�

pressure range.  For PBI-TMS the free volume decreases very slightly over the CO2 pressure range, but the data in 20�

this case is certainly consistent with no change at all.  So, perhaps TPX is following the Henry-type process and 21�

tending to absorb the gas molecules while PBI-TMS is following the Langmuir-type sorption.   Or perhaps both 22�

processes are going on and there is a competition between gas molecules simply filling the pores and being absorbed 23�

such that little effect is actually observed. The only sample to show any significant free volume dependence on CO2 24�

pressure is the Ultem 1000 sample where the free volume clearly decreases.  This suggests that the Langmuir-type 25�

sorption dominates for this sample.    26�

 Finally, we have looked at the average lifetime for all the samples. The only samples which show any 27�

variation in average lifetime with CO2 pressure are Ultem 1000 and PBI-TMS. The TPX sample and the other three 28�
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samples which do not form positronium show no change in average lifetime as CO2 pressure is varied.  In the 1�

samples which form positronium, the average lifetime is, of course, weighted by the longer oPs lifetime.  In the three 2�

samples which do not form positronium, the data can be typically interpreted as an average lifetime resulting from 3�

positron annihilation in the bulk and positron trapping in free volume. The data are not precise enough at this point 4�

to separate these two lifetime components, although in future studies it may be possible to fit the data to two 5�

lifetimes (not fixing the shortest lifetime to 125 ps) and investigate variation of the longer of the two lifetime 6�

components, which may depend on positron trapping in the available free volume. 7�
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 1�
�2�
Figure 1.  WR parameter vs S parameter for samples before and after CO2 treatment,  indicating the change 3�
in positron or positronium trapping sites after CO2 loading.  4�
 5�
 6�
 7�
 8�
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 1�
 2�
 3�
Figure 2.  Scaled S parameter vs CO2 pressure.   The sloping line is the best fit to the data suggesting a small 4�
decrease in S parameter with increasing CO2 pressure for all samples other than Kapton. 5�
 6�
 7�
 8�
 9�
 10�
 11�
 12�
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 1�
Figure 3.  Ortho Positronium intensity vs CO2 pressure.   2�
 3�
�4�
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Figure 4.  Ortho Positronium lifetime vs CO2 pressure. 2�
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Figure 5.  Percent free volume vs CO2 pressure. 3�
 4�
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Figure 6.   Average positron lifetime vs CO2 pressure.  The lines show the best fit to each curve (except PBI-2�
TMS).    3�


